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Icy veins shadow priest classic



1. Introduction This guide will be directed to provide you with a clear skill and gear path to the maximum level in the WoW Classic. While detailing each quest and optimal alignment routes goes beyond its scope, you can find detailed talents builds on every taste, their rotation and what skills to buy, as well
as guides to class quests and weapons below. 2. Specialization options for aligning priests in WoW Classical Priests have three tree talents: Discipline, Holy, and Shadow. Shadow is usually recommended for solo alignment to build from around level 40 and beyond, due to its consistency and Mana's
effectiveness, as well as superior damage to one target. Up to level 40 any of the three tree talents can be used. Aside from Level 40 Discipline and Saints majors are starting to fall with their solo damage, and it is not recommended if you plan on aligning through a significant number of dungeons.
Regardless of the selected specification initially you'll want to respec at least once about 40-42 in Shadowform if you plan on aligning as a shade to 60. Shadow Priest alignment guide of the Holy is also viable to level with, as long as you can handle doing less than optimal damage. If you are going to be
level in a group or dungeon regularly, then the Hybrid Holy Build will give you the best of both worlds. Holy Priest Aligning Guide Finally, Discipline is usually slower than the other two specifications for solo search. If you're going to regularly align in a group or dungeon, the Discipline hybrid build will give
you the best of both worlds. It also provides additional benefits in later levels if you align with another charmer through the power infusion talent ability. Discipline Priest Alignment Guide 2.1. The ultimate/best level of strategy and talent If speed is what you care about, the best way to continue in the WoW
Classic as a solo priest is to use our shadow talent to build which starts with discipline and holy talents early, then at 40-42 respec completely in the shadows. The reason for this is that discipline and holy talents offer more harm and resilience to mana early on, with a focus on damage from the wand. By
the time you hit the 40-42 level, Shadow has increased power through Shadowform and Mind Flay. Played correctly you should have almost no downtime to regenerate mana up to 60. 2.2. Dungeon Alignment as Priest - Melee or Spell Cleave Level with Ready Groups in Caves became popular in the
WoW Classic. When aligned this way will not be for everyone, as it requires groups of people of certain classes to maximize efficiency. The priest is the perfect healer for melee and spell split groups, because of our ability to support mana and through dangerous situations. It should be noted that most
dungeons in the WoW Classic can be done with more than 5 people. While it will ruin your experience to get, it is an option if you are struggling to get through. 3. Level 1-60 as a Priest in WoW Classic In order to get to 60 as a priest you will be Want to know what professions/equipment/stats hold and how
to complete your class quests. In the following sections we will discuss each of them in detail. 3.1. The level of professions for priests in WoW Classic teaching professions early on is very helpful as you can naturally level them as you go, avoiding extra work at the maximum level. This is especially true for
collecting professions, but crafting professions compensate for your efforts by giving you additional tools to align with. Skinning, Herbalism, and Mining are great major professions for leveling the priest, allowing you to make extra gold, or accumulate materials that can be used to the level of crafting
professions later. Keep in mind there is a trade-off with leveling professions while you level. Keeping the professions relevant to the level of content you are doing can slow down the speed of leveling down. You can use our respective profession guides to make sure you leave the zone after you have done
aligning your profession (which is especially relevant for collecting professions). Otherwise, you may have to go back to a later time for your profession and waste time. Up to these professions crafting or selling related goods is a great way to earn extra money on the side as you level up! 3.2. Preferred
Gear and Stats Options for The Level of Classical Priests When Aligning, regardless of your specification you want to focus on making the best wands possible. While searching and even in dungeons, a significant amount of your damage will come from your wand so having the highest DPS wand
available to you is important. When aligning as a shadow you want to focus on spelling damage, Mana's 5 seconds of intelligence, and spirit to not only put out as much harm as possible, but maintain a healthy pool of mana and reduce the amount of time it takes for the time it takes to recover the mana.
For other specialization options, Holy and Discipline, gear is less important, but try to aim for intelligence, spirit and mane in 5 seconds first, as this will allow you to kill more enemies or throw more heals before waiting for your mana to regenerate. 4. Weapon options for aligning priests in the WoW Classic
Although all gear is relevant when aligned, the sticks are especially important as they do most of your damage. This is especially true for discipline and holy alignment, as well as shadow early on. Read our full gun guide below. Priest Arms Guide 5. The important priest quests in the WoW Classic Every
class in the WoW Classic has important cool quests that allow them to learn new active abilities that are often critical to the class. For a priest, this includes Spells specific to your particular race, we detail each step of the way for you in our full guide to quests below. Priest quests guide 6. Progressing your
priest to 60 by the time you hit the maximum level, it will be very helpful to read the rest of our guides. Choose a Healing Priest if you are going to heal in level, which is the preferred specialty for a priest looking for a raid group, but Shadow Priest is also a great prop, and do well in dungeons and PvP. You
can also catch up on what to do in the PvP fight with our PvP Priest Guide, and start you with an epic grief grind using the Goldmaking Guide for Priests! 7. Changelog 02 Sep. 2019: The guide has been updated with a ton of new information: fast level, dungeon level, new talent and rotation. August 9,
2019: Added guide. Show More Show Less Last updated on November 11, 2019 at 7:41 p.m. on Niphyr 6 comments On this page, you'll find out the optimal pvE stat priority for your Shadow Priest DPS in woW Classic. First, we prioritize statistics before delving into more complex explanations. 1. The
basics of statistics for shadow priests below the stat priorities are mainly intended for use for PvE content. For PvP, you can balance statistics differently depending on your style of play. However, the priorities of statistics are still suitable to follow as a guide for all situations. 2. Stat Priority for Shadow
Priest 6% Spell Hit Rating Spell Damage / Shadow Damage Mana in 5 seconds (Mp5) Intelligence Spell Crete Spirit of Stamin Note: Cover your chance to successfully hit and damage your target, you require a 16% Spell of Heath vs. Bosses. As you take Shadow Focus you only need an extra 6% of the
gear. Without it you need a full 16% of the gears. 3. Stat Explanation of the Shadow Priest 3.1. Spell Heath To limit your chance to successfully hit and damage your target, you need a 16% Heath Spell against the Bosses. As you take Shadow Focus you only need an extra 6% of the gear. Without it you
need a full 16% of the gears. It is important to get limited to prevent your Mana being wasted on spells that miss your goals, or even worse causing Shadow Weaving to fall off your target. 3.2. Spell damage increases the damage to your spells by an amount depending on the spell factor. This is usually
indicated in the transmission as follows: Increases damage and healing, To better understand how spell and spell damage ratios interact with each other, let's look at the actual spell ratios of our most important spells of damage first: Shadow Word: Pain - 1 Mind Flay - 0.45 Mind Blast - 0.43 Devouring
Plague - 0.48 (talent) Each spell benefits differently than spell damage due to these odds. The ratio is calculated by dividing spell time by 3.5; This is because the 3.5-second cast benefits 100% of any additional spell damage. For example, if you have 20 additional spelling damages from gear, it will
simply affect your spell damage Way: increase damage n No 20 n and spell ratio 3.3. Mana Per 5 (Mp5) Mana for 5 seconds is especially useful because it keeps working while you're casting, making it useful to prevent you from running out of Mana - something shadow shadow can struggle especially
with poor gear. 3.4 The Spirit of the Spirit increases your mana regeneration without abandoning. Whenever Mana is spent for any reason at all, your mana regeneration gets stopped for 5 seconds. During these 5 seconds, any regeneration based on the Spirit does not occur unless you have certain
talents to partially counteract this. As a priest, you can spec in meditation as an example of this. Note that the rule of needing mana held means that you can safely undo the casts before they finish, as this will not carry a 5-second rule. 3.5. Intelligence increases the maximum mana and increases your
chance to critically hit spells. As a priest, every 59.2 points of intelligence increases your chances of a critical hit by 1%. 3.6. A critical strike spell of Crete increases the likelihood of your spells to strike critically. Note that Shadow Word: Pain and Mind Flay can't deal with critical strokes. 3.7. Stamina
Stamina is the only statistic that will help you survive all kinds of attacks, and as such, should always be highly appreciated. 3.8. Resistance resistance, although inherently niche due to the different bosses occupying different magical types of damage, can be very helpful in promoting specific bosses.
Wearing resistance gear type makes you take less damage or even completely avoid damage when hit by this type of magical damage. 4. Changelog 11 November 2019: More specific details are added to the statistics descriptions. August 20, 2019: Page added. Show More Show Less
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